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Abstract

The final examination has a significant impact on all
stakeholders in corresponding education. It has become a general
measurement of success among themandtheresults reflectthe students'
and teachers'performance. Theministryofeducationhas selectedTOEIC
asthevocational high school English final examination inresponse tothe
implementation ofthe Competency-Based Curriculum since 2004. The
last two trials ofthe examinations created a lot ofcontroversies both in the
numberof failures andtheirimplications to scoringsystem.

This article conveys reasonable objections to the adoption of
international wide scale testing to the Englisheducation in Indonesia.
Several issues will be addressed to the concern which leads to these
failures including the decision to apply TOEIC to measure students'
language competencies, the ethical issues in language testing, validity
and reliability. These alllead to further idea oftheconstruction ofa good
standardizedEnglish testashigh school English final examination.

Keywords: stakeholders, TOEIC, competencies, standardized test,
ethicalissues

I. Introduction

The fact that almost 30.69 % high school students failed in their fmal
examination ofacademic year 2004/2005 really becomes a deep concern. Despite
few other subjects, English becomes the most contributive tothe number offailed
test participants. A comprehensible answer must be found to deal with the
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problems objectively and to provide best solution that helps parties involved in the
phenomenon. An empirical and experimental research on this phenomenon might
suit well to see the problem independently in details.

The recently applied school based curriculum (KTSP) and the previous
competence based curriculum (CBC) have led to the application of the Test of
English for International Communication (TOEIC) for vocational high school
students. Therefore, to assess students' English competencies, TOEIC, is
administered. The minister ofnational education, especially the Director General
of Elementary and Senior Education urged for an enhancement in students'
language competencies. Vocational high school students are expected to be able to
possess certain competency standards after graduation, though they do not
continue their study at the imiversity level. Here lies the missing link between
students' expected competencies and the application ofTOBIC as a part ofthe final
examination.

This paper tries to propose a construction ofa standardized English test for
vocational high school final examination that can actually measure students'
communicative competencies. A mere validity study on the TOEIC for vocational
high schools will not be sufficient to address the complexity ofthe problems as it
will only result in descriptive conclusion whether the TOEIC implementation is
valid and reliable enough.

Besides, this paper attempts to empower test takers, local teachers and
language researchers to fi"ee themselves from being colonialized by westem
capital,; as suggestedby Shohamy (1997: p.2):

"Tests represent a social technology deeply embedded in education,
government and business; as such they provide the mechanism for
enforcingpowerandcontrol. Tests are mostpowerfulas theyare often the
single indicatorsfordetermining thefuture ofindividuals."

Further she adds that large-scale testing is not an unbiased process, but
rather is the *^agent of cultural, social, political, educational, and ideological
agendas that shape the lives of individualparticipants, teachers and learnersf
(p-3)

Therefore this paper offers more thanjust an idea as it attempts to see the
overallproblems appearing in vocational high school English final examination.
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The offer is hopefully beneficial and constructive for the government (policy
makers), the vocational high school teachers and students as well as English
language testing world in general. Afurther step is expected asa follow up of this
discourse so that the offer becomes effective.

n. Discussion

In line with the rationale above, this paper identifies four main problems,
which are as follow (1) the students' failure might be caused by incongruity of
TOEIC with the teaching/leamingprocesses (2) the competencebased vocational
highschool curriculum provides unclear directions forthecoristraction of the test,
(3) a good standardized test is required to really measure the competencies as
stated in the .curriculum (and to replace TOEICfor some considerations) (4) the
standardized test will result in standardized scores that should be able to serve as

real standardsofstudents'graduation,proficiency,predictionandcompetence.

In orderto reachthesespecifiedareas, thispaperwill onlydeal with some
major constructs as indicated by the title. Firstly this paper will discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of the currentlyapplied test as vocational high school
English final examination that is TOEIC. Therehavebeena lot of studies on its
-validityandreliability invarious countries. Thusevidences onsome validation test
resultsonTOEICarerequired beforemakingfurtherjudgmentonit.

The discussion will also focus on English final examination for vocational
highschools. Hence the application of Competency Based Curriculum applied in
trials also needs to be discussed and reviewed. The other concepts that plays
important role in this study is the term standardized test itselfwhich is relatively
complexin its implementation.

Thispaperaims (1)toprovide empirical evidences inprevious researches
thatTOEICisnota goodmeasure ofcommunicative competence, (2)to determine
the elements/skills of language should be tested in Vocational High School final
examrelatedto the competences statedin Competence BasedCurriculum, and(3)
to see the possibility of constmcting a good, valid, reliable and fair standardized
test as vocationalHighschoolEnglish final examination.
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Some benefits might accompany the discussion in this sensitive area. It can
offer new insights for high school educational stakeholders' different from
colonizationofwestern capital (buying expensive testing programs means a lot of
money flows out of the country). It helps them to see the implementation of
vocational high school fmal examination from various aspects. This paper also
provides thestakeholders withthepossibilityofconstructing a standardized testof
English suitable with the goals stated in the curriculum. Teachers can also get
benefit from thispaper in order to maintain the improvementand quality ofthe test
as well as the teaching. Besides, it serves an invitation to local experts to contribute
in the discussion ofstandardized language testing which can be ofour own.

A.The Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC)

Tests ofvalidity and reliability are required to verify the high standard ofa
test.Validityaccordingto Heaton (1975,1975) is that the test shouldmeasure what
it is intended to measure and nothing else and it can not be valid unless it is reliable
as a measuring instrument. Early indication in this matter arises from teachers'
opinions onthe suitability of thiskind of test to be appliedin finalexaminationfor
someschoolsdonothave complete equipmentsto support the test implementation.
Besides, according to some related teachers, many ofthe students are not familiar
with this kind of test. If it is so, eventually, the test can not be said to have face
validity (Heaton, 1975:153).

As subjective judgments should be avoided in academic world, other
theoretical reviews and empirical evidences are presented to figure out the real
problcn. Still othervalidity tests need to be conductedfor content and construct
validity play important roles in test evaluations. According to Brown (2001: p.
388) content validity can be claimed if a test actually samples the subject matter
about which conclusions are to be drawn and construct validity refers to whether
thetest actuallytap intothe theoreticalconstructas it hasbeen defined.

External validity that consists of concurrent and predictive validity will
also be important to compare TOEIC and other forms of tests. Concurrent
validationinvolvesthe comparison ofthe test scores with some other measure for
the same candidate taken at roughly the same time. Predictive validity measmes
howa candidatewill perform in the fiitureby using a correlation between scores of
two tests for each candidate. Candidates with high score ofTOEIC are supposed to
performbetterin fiulher studyor at work.Thus, the implementation ofTOEICfor
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vocational high school final examination is still questionable in terms ofvalidity,
reliability and utility.

The Test of English for Intemational Communication (the TOEIC) is a
multiple-choice proficiency test of listening and reading skills. Educational
TestingServices (ETS) and the Chauncey Group Intemational Ltd., the developers
and administrators ofthe TOEIC program, describe the test as a direct measure
of those abilities and as an indirect measure ofspeaking and writing. They also
claim a strong correlation between TOEIC scores and English communicative
abilities (TOEIC Examinee Handbook 1996).Yet as the format includes neither a
spoken nor" a written discourse component, some feel that the claim can be
misleading for ifmisinterpreted by test users.

A study held by Cunningham (2002:66) concludes that TOEIC should not
be used to determine communicative abilities and it should not be sold as a measure

of these abilities. Her findings are: (1) TOEIC scores do not imply students'
communicative competence. (2) There is no positive correlation between TOEIC
score gains and increased communicative competence. (3) A TOEIC test-
preparation course does not necessarily result in improved structural competence
during language use (4) the more predominant type oferrors made by the students
are lexical rather than syntactic.

Though TOEIC content and face validities for the reading and listening
ability are high, the same can not be said for speaking and writing ability. It also
shows high reliability and fairness but only with regard to the measurement of
language receptive skills (Moritoshi, 2001:16-17).

B. Communicative Competence

Education Assessment Center of National Education Department has
provided competencies standard to be achieved by vocational high school English
teaching. These can be guidelines in this study to establish a good construct for
commimicative competences. They are: (1) Students are able to understand oral
text in forms of sentences, conversations, narratives and description by
determining specific information, general description, implied/explicit
information and translate meaning on context. (2) Students are able to understand
oral text by determining pictures. (3) Students are able to imderstand narrative,
expository, descriptive, argumentative, instructive texts by determining specific
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information, general description, implied/explicit information by translating the
meaning ofwords, phrases, andsentences basedoncontexts. (4)Students areable
to imderstand graphs, tables, diagrams. Maps, forms, agendas, diaries and
advertisement by determining specific information, general description,
implied/explicit information by translating the meaning of words, phrases, and
sentences based on contexts. (5) Students are able to write a united paragraph by
arranging random sentences, completing simple letters, incomplete conversations
and texts by using relevant language elements.

Communication has been a goal of secondlanguage teachingand testing
for many times and in manyplacesand communicative competence is no longer
new as a term, it is not entirely new either as a concept as well. Experts encourage
language classrooms to center onteaching communicative competence andargue
thatfocusing onform overthepotential of language in use is irrelevant if the end
result is knowledge thatcanneither be accessed nor applied in commimication.
The complexity of defining an approach to communicative competence in the
classroom has resulted in test-developers creating 'communicative' tests that
demonstrate themselves in the accessories oftraditional testingparadigms.

Canale and Swain (1980) propose four components of communicative
competence in a theoretical framework for curriculum and evaluation. They are
identified as grammatical competence, sociolinguistics competence, discourse
competence, and strategic competence, which often been referred to in
communicative language teaching studies. If werefertotheabove standards, only
grammatical, socio-linguistics and discourse competence arereferred atthis stage
of education as students are not expected to master verbal and non verbal
communication strategic.

C. Standardized Test

Thevalueandquality ofa testaredependent onpractical considerations so
practicality isthe main issue instandardized tests. The practicality covers financial
limitations, timeconstraints, ease ofadministration, scoring and interpretation. A
standardized test musthave fixedpredetermined responses in a format and it is
intended to be administered to large audiences with results quickly distributed to
testtakers. It isnormallynorm-referenced aseachscoreisinterpreted inrelation to
mean, median, standarddeviation, and/orpercentilerank(Brown,2001:386).
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Hopkins and Richard (1979: 151) defines standardized test as a
commercially printed test for which content has been selected and checked
empirically. The testisstandardized sothat administration and scoring procedures
are the same for all test takers. Score interpretation is made to averages of
performances of groups of test takers whose scores are then used for making
comparison to interpret obtained scores. Scoring standardized tests has, at least,
two purposes, namely completing the scoring accurately and completing the task
as soon as possible.

Language testing in Indonesia still lacks any agreed standards by which
language tests canbeevaluated, compared orselected. Theneed forsuch standards
is often discussed but due to limitation reason, the authority prefers to use the
internationally available tests. Language testing theory has already set of
principles which can facilitate such test construction and research. These
principles are in forms of validity, reliability, fairness and practicality that have
been discussed in section 11.A.

It is not an easytask to construct a standardized test,but the construction
will be worth of improvements in many areas of language education. The
standardized test to be constructed is specific for vocational high school final
examination; henceit mustmeasurethe pre-statedgoalsin the curriculum. As we
see in section H. B., Education Assessment Center of National Education
Departmenthasprovided competence standards tobeachievedbyvocational high
school English teaching. Thus, the construction of the test must follow the pre
determinedgoals ofcompetenceasarequirementofconstructvalidity.

m. Conclusion

This paper isanoffer, butit isalso aninvitation foranyinterestedparties to
contribute in the development of language testing in Indonesia especially and
English education ingeneral. Theideamaybehard to carry outbutit is still great
possibility to realize. The underlying principles are to assist the marginalized
vocational high school students, teachers and authorities in addressing the
problems occurring in theEnglish final examination. Yet, it is also a challenge for
local experts inEnglish language testing toprove themselves. Ifit isiealized, itcan
bea long andcomplicatedproject butit isworth education improvement tocertain
extent.
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The effort to construct a standardized English test for vocational high
school is also a response to ethical language testing which sticks on globally wide-
scale tests such as TOEIC and TOEFL. There has been a growing consciousness
that wide scale testing can have consequences beyondjust the classroom. Tests and
test results have a significant impact on the career or life chances ofindividual test
takers (e.g. access to educational/employment opportunities). They also influence
on educational systems and on society more widely: for example, test results are
used to make decisions about school curriculum planning, immigration policy, or
professional registration for doctors; and the development of a test may lead
publishers and institutions to produce test preparation materials and run test
preparation courses (business perspective).

Critical testing implies the need to develop criticalstrategies to examine
the uses andconsequences oftests, to monitor their power, minimize their
detri-mental force, reveal the misuses, and empower the test takers.
(Shohamy, 2001,p. 131)

English taught in the vocational high school education is slightly different
from general English. The teaching methods, objectives and activities are not
aimed to increase students' scores for the wide scale tests but to achieve certain

'communicative' competence pre-determined in the applied Competence Based
Curriculum. Thus, the implementation ofsuch tests as final examination seems to
have unfavorable/harmful wash back effect on teaching-leaming process. This
paper, therefore, suggests the strict use of competence standards as guidelines in
constructing the proposed standardized /English test as vocational high school
final examination.

Since this paper is merely an offer especially to English language
education in Indonesia, further steps of validation studies or empirical and
experimental researches on this particular area might bolster the reahzation of a
standardized English test construction for vocational high school final
examination. Vocational high school English teachers or language testing experts
can follow up this issue with various relevant studies so that more data and
evidences can facilitate the construction ofthe standardized test.
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